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Story of
Eddie the
Villager
This is the Complete story of
Eddie the Villager, obtained
by BowEvolution, who risked
her life for this story.

by: BowEvolution
Minecraftia - a few of the MPG
members pass trough his village on
their quest to find the mysterious
Wither Guard. After that he got a
little bit addicted to BowEvolution
and began to stalk them, causing
almost even more problems than
Jeff. He First was a Smith, but he
wasn't good with crafting, so he
became a librarian. He lives in the
desert village of CubeCity. His house
is next to the library, and looks more
like a chimney than a house. On the
inside of it, its all pink and purple
wool. His life began when a
Testificate met up with a Squid.

Eddie was bullied in school because
of his white jacket, and didn't had
any friends, untill someone named
Fox camed by, and became his first
friend. He and Fox played a lot at
Eddie's home, untill that fatal day,
that a EnderCreeper began to stalk
Fox. On 12-05-2011 the
EnderCreeper kidnapped Fox,
leaving Eddie again on his own. This
ruined almost the entire life of him,
and after 5 MinecraftYears, he
became a smith. But because his
sadness of losing his best friend, the
things he crafted looked plein weird,
and he didn't get any customers
anymore. That drove him very crazy,
and made him to what he is now. But
after his failure as smith, he became
a silent librarian, what he still is
now. Untill one day, a group of
humans past trough his village,
including his old friend Fox, and
began to stalk them. But somehow,
he doesn't seem to reconize his old
friend. And he has a crush on
BowEvolution.

Jeff grows his
mustache
by: Scuttlebucket
Minecraftia Caverns - Jeff finally
has a mustache and now he wants to
grow it as long as possible. The
MPG members didn't want it, and
they'll go to court with him, now he
said he wanted a huge beard too.
Delta's commentry: Jeff really needs
to act like a normal silverfish. He
wants a mustache, beard, and I
heard him talking that he wants a
car too. That is kind of rediculus,
because the other silverfish just live
in rocks, and do not care about
mustaches, beards or cars.' Jeff will
go to court, and the MPG members
hope that he will get thrown in jail.
Jeff's commentry: I'm just different,
and I think that every mob should
get accepted. Take Pixelmedes for
example. It is a chicken, but he
wears doctor suits, and helps
Bouncer with surgeries.

That is just kinda weird. I mean,
have you ever seen a chicken
cutting someone open with a
bonesaw, and use injection needles?'
A big part of the Minecraftia Cavern
people think that Jeff is right about
Pixelmedes, and that every mob
should get accepted. The overworld,
Nether, End, and Farlands people
think that Jeff's opinion is rubish,
and that Pixelmedes is helping with
surgeries because Bouncer used his
machines and potions to make him
that smart. Jeff's hearing will be on
16-2-2013.

The rest of the story of the
Sugarcane Farmers, and
especially the mysterious
Herobrine who is still
roaming freely, that were
busted by the M.P.D.

By: Fox
Minecraftia Plains - The M.P.D is
still searching for the mysterious
Herobrine who keeps escaping them.
There is a price on his head of
4.000.000 diamonds, but still lead to
nothing. The M.P.D's S.E.A.C squads
are all mobilized and ready to
respond on every message the get of
his location. The last location they
went too, just 5 miles away of the
mine of CubeCity, lead to an
abandoned base of him, with some
bloody bodies of Humans and

Skeletons. They think this is where
Herobrine's unamed pet lived,
because after some searching they
found 3 humans held captive in a
meatlocker. They where unable to

give commentry on the question
what happend to them, or what the
creature was. They are now resting in
Minecraftia's Trauma Centre. The
MPD found strange tracks that would
belong to the creature, but those
where unable to be identified. The
creature is highly dangerous, and
possibly still roams the area
surrounding its old home.

MPD searching Herobrine

A new Uranium deposite
has been found on the
plains near the Umbulla
Jungle. Mining
Cooperations Shadow
Scorpion Inc. and
Engineering Co. have set
up camp near the jungle 
by: McCreeper

The Uranium Research Department
have found a new, huge uranium
deposite near the Umbulla Jungle.
They have offered a contract to the
Mining Cooperations Shadow
Scorpion, from BowEvolution and
Delta, and Engineering Co., from
Bouncer and Sander, who gladly
accepted this offer. Shadow Scorpion
has made up camp right near and in
the jungle, while Engineering Co. set
up camp on the plains, where they
can acquire oil and coal for their
machines easier. There is a big
railroad in construction to transport
the uranium loads to the refinery,
which lies 20 miles north of the
jungle.

The refinery funded both the
Cooperations, for a maximum of
2.000.000 gold ingots each. Shadow
Scorpion already has 4 quarry's at
work, while Engineering Co. is
building on more advanced and
larger quarry's. Both cooperatios
only have 2 personel working, so the
work will go quite slow. Also, a third
cooperation is still waiting to get a
starting position. The name of that
Cooperation is TNT Enterprises of
McCreeper and Fox. Currently,
Shadow Scorpion Inc. stands the
highest in the race for the Uranium,
with 50 kilos, Engineering Co. on
second place with 29 kilos won by
hand, and TNT Enterprises on the
last place with 10 gram of it.  The
jungle has some dangers in it, but
both working cooperations have
secured their quarry's with the new
Interdiction torches, which will keep
all dangers away from the quarry's.
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